: Particles traveling in aligned crystals at small angles w.r.t. crystallographic axes or planes are principally steered by the continuous Lindhard potential. This interaction conserves the energy E, the longitudinal momentum p , the transverse energy of the particle E ⊥ and is elastic concerning the crystal quantum state. At high enough energy the particle motion is quasi-classical. The time-dependent fluctuations of the positions of the atoms or of the electrons of the crystal create a residual potential, on which the particle can scatter. This interaction does not conserve the previous quantities and is inelastic for the crystal. We compare its treatments with the classical binary collision model and with a phenomenological quantum model. The classical dechanneling rate is estimated to be several ten per cent larger than the quantum one. The influence of correlated vibrations of neighboring atoms is discussed.
Introduction
A fast charged particle traveling in a crystal at small angle w.r.t. crystallographic axes or planes can be channeled by the continuous Lindhard electric potential, V (Lin) (r ⊥ ), where r ⊥ = (x, y) for axial channeling, r ⊥ = x for planar channeling. This potential is obtained from the time-dependent microscopic potential V (t, r) by averaging over time and over the parallel coordinate(s), r = z for axial channeling, r = (y, z) for planar channeling.
We consider particles of charge ±e. The interaction ±eV (Lin) (r ⊥ ) conserves the total energy E, the parallel momentum p and the transverse energy of the particle, E ⊥ ≃ p 2 ⊥ /(2E)± eV (Lin) (r ⊥ ).1 It is also responsible for channeling radiation and coherent bremsstrahlung. In computer simulations for high enough energies (E > ∼ 100 MeV for electrons), the particle motion steered by V (Lin) is described in terms of smooth classical trajectories. The residual potential, δV (t, r) = V(t, r) − V (Lin) (r ⊥ ) , (1.1)
is a perturbation with respect to the channeling Hamiltonian H ch = (p 2 + m 2 ) 1/2 ± eV (Lin) (r ⊥ ). It conserves none of the quantities E, p and E ⊥ . It causes dechanneling, volume capture and incoherent bremsstrahlung. It decomposes in [1] δV (t, r) = δV (per) (r) + δV (vib) (t, r) + δV (e) (t, r) .
Each term of Eq. (1.2) corresponds to a specific time scale, degree of inelasticity and collective motion of the crystal constituents.
• δV (per) takes the periodic structure of atomic strings or planes into account. V (Lin) + δV (per) is the time-average of V (t, r). It conserves E but not p and E ⊥ .
1We use the natural units system c = = 1 α = e 2 /(4π) ≃ 1/137.
• δV (vib) (t, r) is due to the lattice vibrations (phonons + zero-point motion). Its shortest time scale is ∆t (vib) ∼ max{ω phonon }. Scattering by δV (vib) creates or annihilates phonons and may dislodge atoms from their sites. It is inelastic for the crystal but elastic for the atoms.
• δV (e) (t, r) represents the fluctuations due to the electron orbital motions. Its time scale is ∆t (e) ∼ (eV) −1 ≪ ∆t (vib) . Scattering by δV (e) excites or ionizes the atoms.
The charge density ρ(t, r) = −∇ 2 V(t, r) is decomposed in the same way:
δV (vib) and δV (e) are the sums of contributions δV N,k from individual electrons. We call such contributions "thorns", because they have a 1/r Coulomb peak at the instantaneous position of the nucleus or electron.
In this paper we will compare two different approaches for treating the perturbation δV in computer simulations: 1) the purely classical model (CM), where the trajectory is calculated with the classical equation of motion in the full instantaneous potential V(t, r) = V (Lin) (r ⊥ ) + δV (t, r).
2) a semi-classical model (SCM), where the trajectory is calculated classically in the potential V (Lin) , but redirected from place to place by a scattering on a 'thorn' δV (vib) N or δV (e) N,k . The scattering angle is randomly chosen according to a quantum-mechanical differential cross section. A more developed approach based on Wigner distributions is found in Ref. [2] .
Both approaches use the Monte Carlo method. In CM, the random variable is the instantaneous position of the incoherent scatterer (atom or electron). In SCM, the random variable is the momentum transfer q.
In Section 2 we present the characteristic shapes of the atomic and electronic 'thorns'. Section 3 is devoted to the comparison between the classical and quantum differential cross sections on a 'thorn'. The effects of correlations between the vibrations of neighboring atoms about their equilibrium positions is discussed in Section 4. The potential δV (per) (r). It is smooth on a scale smaller than the lattice vibration amplitude u 1 ∼ 10 −2 nm. Scattering on it is a Bragg diffraction involving only the g 0 reciprocal lattice vectors, since the g = 0 ones are in V (Lin) . We have g 2 = 2|g · p| from conservation of E. In axial channeling g 2 ≃ 2E |g | ≥ 4πE/(lattice constant) is large, therefore the scattering is suppressed by the Debye-Waller factor exp −g 2 u 2 1 . A more involved reasoning leads to the same conclusion for planar channeling, if far from a major axis. From now on we will neglect δV (per) .
The potential δV (vib) (t, r). Its decomposition in 'thorns' from individual atoms is δV (vib) (t, r) = N δV (vib) N (t, r), where N = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 } labels the crystal lattice site and 
are the mean and instantaneous positions of the nucleus. V A (r) is the atomic potential and V A = V A ⊗ D is its convolution with the distribution of the atom displacement,
The atomic 'thorn', also referred to as 'remnant atom' in literature, produces less scattering than an atom in amorphous matter [1, 3] (relevant references are also found in Ref. [2] ). Equation (2.1) corresponds to Eq. 4 of Ref. [2] . V A possesses the singularity (4π) −1 Z e/|r−R N (t)| coming from the Coulomb potential of the nucleus. The potential
is not spherically symmetric and its integral ∫ d 3 r δV (vib) N (r) over space is zero. Most of the times, |u N | ∼ u 1 is much smaller than the Thomas-Fermi radius a TF , therefore V A and V A almost cancel in the intermediate range [u 1 , a TF ], making δV (vib) weak and of very short range. Figure 1 The potential δV (e) (t, r). Let us first consider the associated charge density δρ (e) (t, r). It is a double sum N Z k=1 δρ (e) N,k over the atom site N and over the Z electrons of the atom, with
is the instantaneous position of the k th electron of the atom N [see Fig. 1 (b)] and ψ k (r) is its orbital wave function. The interpretation of the two terms in the square bracket in Eq. (2.2) is the following: a scattering which is inelastic for the atom N takes place at a definite time t. At this time, the electron is at r N,k (t), yielding the delta function, represented in Fig. 1 (c) by a bullet. Being at r N,k (t), the electron is absent in the other points of the orbital, producing there a defect of electronic density, represented in Fig. 1 (c) by the diffuse shell. This gives the second term.
δV (e) (t, r) decomposes like δρ (e) (t, r). From Eq. (2.2) one obtains the contribution ('thorn') of the electron numbered N, k:
3)
The first term in the square bracket of Eq. (2.3) has the Coulomb singularity at the instantaneous electron location. The second term yields a regular potential with a tail in 1/r canceling that of the first term, resulting in a dipolar asymptotic behavior −e [s N,k (t) − s N,k ] · r/r 3 Other perturbations to H ch . Associated to the fluctuating charge density δρ (e) (t, r) is a current density j (e) (t, r), producing a microscopic magnetic field B (e) (t, r). Since the crystal nuclei and electrons are non-relativistic, this field is much smaller than the fluctuation δE (e) of the electric field, therefore neglected. We have also omitted the scattering on nuclei which are inelastic for the atom (for a momentum transfer |q| > ∼ αM nucleus ) or for the nucleus itself. Such collisions rarely occur within one dechanneling length.
The two methods for computing the trajectory
Before hand, we replace δV (vib) (t, r) and δV (e) (t, r) by "frozen" potentials δV (vib) (r) and δV (e) (r), assuming that, before and after scattering, the crystal electrons and nuclei are very slow compared to the relativistic projectile. This is true except in the rare collisions on electrons at momentum transfer |q| > ∼ m (e) . Let us present in more details the two approaches mentioned in the introduction.
The classical model (CM). The particle trajectory is calculated using the classical equation of motion dp/dt = ∓e∇V (r), dr/dt = p/E, where V (r) is the instantaneous potential V (r) = V (Lin) (r ⊥ ) + δV (r) (the argument t is now omitted). To save computation time, only the Coulomb fields of constituents at distance smaller than, say, one lattice constant from the trajectory are taken into account. This is the basis of the 'snapshot' binary collision method used in Ref. [4] , but here the recoil of the scatterer is neglected.
The semi-classical model (SCM). Pieces of trajectory are calculated using the classical equation of motion in the Lindhard potential V (Lin) (r ⊥ ). On top of this regular motion, scatterings by 'thorns' occur from place to place. They are represented by kinks of the trajectory, corresponding to sudden changes of momentum q = p ′p. Using the Monte Carlo method, the kinks are generated randomly at a rate proportional to the local density of scatterers (nuclei for δV (vib) , electrons for δV (e) ), weighted by the cross sectionsσ of their δV . At each kink, q is drawn randomly following the differential cross section dσ/d 2 q.σ and dσ/d 2 q are calculated in quantum mechanics as if the particle was in an eigenstate of p (approximation A1).
Quantum calculation of dσ/d 2 q. Let δV = δV (vib) N or δV (e) N,k be a generic 'thorn' and δρ = −∇ 2 δV the corresponding charge density. The weakness and short range of δV justifies the Born approximation,
(3.1)
A) if the incoherent scatterer is an atom, Eq. (2.1) gives
where f A (q 2 ) = ∫ d 3 r exp(−iq · r) ρ A (r)/(Z e) is the charge form factor of the atom ( f A ≡ 1 for a bare point like nucleus). The index N of u N is omitted. The Debye-Waller factor exp(−q 2 u 2 1 /2) is the ratio V A /V A in momentum space. Denoting by q T and u T the transverse parts of q and u relative to p, we have q ≃ q T , therefore dσ/d 2 q depends only on q T and u T ; it is asymmetrical. The total cross section writes:
which depends only on |u T |. We assume that the impact parameter b (A) ≡ r T − R N T of the particle w.r.t. the nucleus [see Fig.1(b) ] is small compared to u 1 (approximation A2), thus u T ≃ r T − R N T . Then the probability P (vib) of an incoherent, but elastic, collision on the atom N is
the factors in front ofσ A give the nucleus probability density integrated along the particle trajectory.
B) if the incoherent scatterer is an electron, Eq. (2.2) gives
The differential cross section depends on q T and s N,k,T and the total one on s N,k,T . To get the analogue of Eq. (3.4) we assume that the impact parameter b (e) ≡ r T − r N,k,T of the particle w.r.t. the atomic electron is small compared to the width of ψ k (approximation A2 ′ ), thus s N,k,T ≃ b (A) . Then the probability of an inelastic collision with an atom of given instantaneous position R N writes
This expression depends on u N through b (A) ≡ r T − R N T − u N T . If u N is not specified, it has to be convoluted with (2πu 2 1 ) −1 exp[−u 2 T /(2u 2 1 )], giving a probability depending only on (r − R N ) T , like P (vib) in Eq. (3.4) .
Equations analogous to (3.4) and (3.6) , not written here, give the differential probabilities dP/d 2 q T . These have an azimuthal asymmetry analogous to the one predicted in Ref. [2] .
Comparison between CM and SCM
If one assumes that the density of incoherent scatters is roughly constant within the ranges of their 'thorns', one can present the CM in a form similar to SCM, but replacing the quantum-mechanical cross sections dσ (quant) /d 2 q by the classical ones, dσ (cl) /d 2 q. Under this approximation, the comparison between the classical and quantum approaches reduces to the comparison between dσ (quant) /d 2 q and dσ (cl) /d 2 q on the 'thorn' δV . For computer simulations, due to the complexity of the 'thorn' potentials which are asymmetrical, one replaces them phenomenologically by spherical potentials possessing the same Coulomb peak and equivalent short ranges, which are the two most relevant features. This is done, e.g., in Ref. [5] .
In the classical model, the momentum transfer is a function q cl (b) of the impact parameter b = r T − r iT , where r i is the position of the incoherent scatterer (atom or electron). In the high-energy, straight-line approximation,
(4.1)
Equations (3.1) and (4.1) have the common properties, also valid for asymmetrical potentials: Fig. 2 [7] . The dechanneling efficiency of an atomic 'thorn' can be roughly measured by the cross section,
where q c = Eψ c = √ 2EU 0 , ψ c is the critical Linhard angle, U 0 the channeling potential depth;
q min ≃ 1/r max in the quantum model, q min ≃ Z α/r max in the classical model. We have assumed q c < q max ≃ 1/r N in the quantum model or Z α/r N in the classical model. The second integral of Eq. (4.4) corresponds to dechanneling by a single collision. The first one represents a gradual increase of the transverse energy by multiple incoherent scattering at moderate momentum transfer. It is proportional to the area situated under the curve q 4 dσ/dq 2 and on the left of q c in Fig. 2 
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Effect of the correlations between the u N
When considering the scattering by δV (vib) we have implicitly assumed that the displacements u N of the atoms about their equilibrium positions are uncorrelated. In fact, this is not the case [8] [9] [10] .
A long wave-length phonon moves many neighboring atoms in the same direction. The effects of such correlations on the dechanneling length L d for the axial case was investigated in Ref. [11] using the CM model. It was shown that they reduce L d . Indeed, the r.m.s. of the transverse distance |u N − u N ′ | between two neighboring atoms of a chain is much less than √ 2 u 1 , so that these atoms are likely to scatter the particle coherently, like one "super-atom" of atomic number 2Z. In a SCM approach, one can take the effect of long wave-length phonons into account by redefining u N , V (Lin) and δV (vib) . At fixed time, the new V (Lin) (r) follows the local smooth bends of the crystal generated by the long wave-length phonons, like in a crystal undulator. It is treated classically.
δV (vib) is now due to short wave-length phonons only and treated quantum-mechanically, neglecting the correlations between the new u N . The new vibration amplitude u 1 is reduced accordingly, allowing stronger macroscopic fields. This should produce a semi-coherent bremsstrahlung [11] which adds to channeling radiation, while the true incoherent bremsstrahlung is reduced. Up to now, no quantitative study of this effect has been done. The separation between "long" and "short" wavelength phonons has to be defined.
Conclusion
We have compared the classical (CM) and a semi-classical (SCM) models for treating incoherent scattering in channeling with Monte Carlo simulations. The CM, based on binary collisions, is theoretically clear. By comparison, the SCM, which needs the questionable approximations A1, A2 and A2 ′ , is not so precise but more realistic. Indeed, the classical theory of scattering does not apply to short ranges potentials such as the 'thorn' ones, δV . It may overestimate the dechanneling rate by several ten percent. We have also pointed to a possible role of the correlated atom vibrations in dechanneling and radiation emission and suggested how to take them into account.
